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Distribution Automation is a main link to enhance power supply reliability and
energy quality, and has important research significance in current Power Distribution
area. Feeder Automation (FA) is one of the important contents of the Distribution
Automation. The Feeder Terminal Unit (FTU) is the fundamental control unit for the
Feeder Automation, with “three remote” remote management capabilities of
telesignalization, telemetry, telecommand, safe, reliable and achieving monitoring
daily operations, which plays an important role in achieving Feeder Automation and
even Distribution Automation. Algorithms and strategies about FTU are so many, it
becomes a more meaningful research that how can we test the merits of an algorithm
with little cost or no costs.
To address this issue, we developed a platform which can verify the correctness
of the algorithm. The main work of this paper includes： Designed the fault-location
algorithm based on the principle of surface protection for ring-FTU, which can
automaticly identify a sudden short-circuit fault of any point of the system, and
remove the related switches in a short period with the least cost； Designed the
program that the master machine can interact with the slave machine based on
ModBus protocol, to simulate the situation inside FTU. Designed the program that the
master machine can interact with another one based on UDP protocol, to simulate the
situation between FTUs； The entier Distribution Network structure is simulated to
obtain experimental data by using MATLAB software； Developed a fault location
algorithm verification platform by QT tool under Linux, and built the hardware
environment by lab's computer, then verify the fault location algorithm based on FTU.
The result showed that we can achieve the main designed functions proposed in
this paper, the design plan is feasible.
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